To: Idaho Public Utilities Commission
P0 Box $3720
Boise, ID 83 720-0074

11 June 2013

Case No, IPC-E-12-27
Name: Keith Woodworth
City: Caidwell
State: Idaho
Zip: $3607
Day time phone: (20$) 402-4127
Name of Utility: Idaho Power Company
Public disclosure: Acknowledged

Additional Comments (prey. 1/14/13)
After reviewing the comments and concerns of the above case’s Interveners, Public,
IPUC Staff, and Idaho Powers (IPCo) Rebuttal Testimony, I have the following concerns
or comments.
1. fERC. Although no one directly addressed the status of FERC and the issue of
payments to Residential Net Metered customers, the “Idaho Conservation
League”(ICL) document titled “State Level Data on Net Metering Capacity
Limits and Rate Credits” see attachment shows that Utilities in approximately
33 states “reconcile (pay for excess power). A Technician at FERC stated that
generation below 20 mW was or could be exempted. I was then referred to
“Legal Council S.L. Higgenbottom (sp) at (202) 502-8564 for additional
information. To date, “Legal Council” has not responded. Are 33 states also
wrong?
—

—

2. Purpose of Net Metering. The purpose as defined by G.W. Said of IPCo (Rebuttal
Testimony) is not the same as what I as a customer have used. My goal was to pay
for the power that I used and the additional administrative costs with customer
generated “Green Power” thus reducing IPCo’ need for peak demand “Black
Power (carbon based) and my bill! This has not been easy with an undersized
system, wind turbine mechanical problems and now a slightly oversized PV
system. Inflation proofing my power bill was always a concern but it was
correctly assumed that costs would not decline. With the system as now proposed,
I will no longer meet my objective and will be making a kWh donation to IPCo on
top of monthly fees which cannot be paid for with kWh credits that IPCo has
already billed to my neighbors on the grid- ref: ICL testimony of R. Thomas
Beach pg 12 discussion.
--

3. Anniversary date: Having a “floating date” identified by each customer may be
administratively workable but in the long run doesn’t make much sense. Better is
a fixed date or two- for a couple classes of Net Meter customers which
—

approximates the break even point where average residential use equals daytime
PV generation. Under the IPCo “roll over/grant” proposal, at this point, the least
number of kWh’s would remain on the “average” residents account.
4. Excess credit. During the year when my system produces excess power that is fed
back to the IPCo grid, this excess is sold by IPCo to customers within sight of my
residence. The value of this electricity is monthly paid to IP. To make excess
kWhs a “roll over kWh credit” or “taken kWh number” defeats my reason for
investing or participating in the Net Metered program.
5. IPCo, IPUC 2.,9/5.$ MW Cap. Initially I questioned the cap doubling in view of
the negative impact of IPCo’ new proposals. My logic was similar to that of Rick
Gilliam’s testimony on behalf of the City of Boise pg7-$. In view of additional
information, there does not appear to be a good reason for any cap or at the most a
percentage of “peak load” cap. If a cap of this sort is approached, IPCo certainly
has the right of appeal to the IPUC for remedy.

6. A Net Metered Customer. At this point, any guess’s as to “what should I do?” are
just that. Reviewing the testimony of Courtney R. White on behalf of the Idaho
Clean Energy Association, I do fall into the exhibit no. 705 group. Exhibit 701
further backs this status up with a —X.+Y (northwest quadrant). Perhaps anyone in
the southeast quadrant might have reason to stay with the program depending on
how far they are from the XY axis junction. The “way out” 5 or so points on these
scatter graphs are ???
7. IPCo’ Energy Efficiency Rider. Based on “radio noise”, I’m guessing that this has
something to do with IPCo’ “we’ll pay you $20. for your old refrigerator so you
can save up to $100. per year in future electric costs”. Larkin’ Rebuttal
Testimony, pg 2 1-22. Under the present system, because I produce enough “green
energy” to offset my admin cost and IPCo sells my surplus power to “in sight”
neighbors, I don’t “pay a share of the costs...
Any program that does not
address the efficiency of residential produced Green Energy is a flawed program.
Speaking only for this residence, we know where the electric switches are and we
faithfully use them. Efficiency is more than a high “R” or other energy rating.
.“.

Respectfully,
Keith Woodworth

tclaho Conservation League
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Jean Jewell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

nospam2l @outlok.com
Tuesday, June 11,20138:30 PM
Erik Jorgensen; Beverly Barker; Jean Jewell; Gene Fadness
nospam2l @outlok.com
Case Comment Form: IPC Customer

Name: IPC Customer
Case Number: IPC-E-12-27
Email: nospam21outlok. corn
Telephone:
Address: Pocatello
Pocatello ID, 83201
Name of Utility Company: Idaho Power
Acknowledge public record: True
Comment: The potential for a $0 power bill is very attractive. I understand that Idaho Power
does not want net meter customers to use net metered service as an avenue for revenue
generation. I support the proposal of one of the petitioners to still apply financial
credits to excess generation and to simply not ever pay out for excess generation. This
discourages large amounts of excess production, but still keeps the possibility of a zero
dollar power bill (which most will only achieve occasionally, if ever anyway).
Ultimately I hope that given the feedback from the public combined with the expert testimony
the IPUC will reject the entire application and leave the program as is. I almost wonder if
IPC didn’t propose such outlandish changes to the program, that any subsequent proposals or
compromises would seem all the more reasonable and acceptable.
I am also curious as to how many net metering applications have been processed since this
proposal was made public. I heard from one installer that while interest is still high, new
applications have dropped off to nothing.
Unique Identifier: 66.160.252.209
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Jean Jewell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

czamora@capai.org
Tuesday, June 11,2013 5:16 PM
Erik Jorgensen; Beverly Barker; Jean Jewell; Gene Fad ness
czamora©capai.org
Case Comment Form: Christina Zamora

Name: Christina Zamora
Case Number: IPC-E-12-27
Email: czamora(capai.org
Telephone:
Address: 5400 W. Franklin Rd., Suite G
Boise Idaho, 83705
Name of Utility Company: Idaho Power
Acknowledge public record: True
Comment: Dear Commissioners:
I respectfully urge you to consider the impact on small, sustainable businesses and customer
choice that Idaho Power’s Application to Modify Net Metering Service will have, both in the
short and long term.
In Mr. Larkin’s testimony, Exhibit 1, it is clearly illustrated how much interest customers
have in controlling their own energy bills while supporting small businesses in their area.
These customers are investing their money to support Idaho Power’s system; this investment
will reduce the need for investments by Idaho Power that affect all ratepayers.
This is an opportunity for the Commission to protect the interests of all customers and small
businesses throughout Idaho Power’s service area.

Unique Identifier: 65.126.121.194
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